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Abstract 

Analyzing the anomalous region in different medical images is the serious issues because 

these images contain dissimilar types attenuation artifacts. This paper proposes recognition of 

anomalous object using gradient based multilevel threshold is to change the representation of an 

image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze. There are several ways that 

will perform identification, however it's difficult to adapt simply and establish the item 

accurately. To resolve this drawback, this paper aims to presents an adjustable thresholding 

technique that may be applied to any style of medical images. During this approach, structures 

within the image area unit appointed a label by comparison their gray level price to at least one 

or a lot of intensity thresholds. The gradient of a field may be a vector field that points within the 

direction of the best rate of increase of the field, and whose magnitude is that rate of increase. A 

threshold that's calculated at every pixel characterizes this category of algorithms. The worth of 

the edge depends upon some native statistics like vary, variance, and surface fitting parameters 

or their logical mixtures. The image gradient magnitude is obtained and threshold surface is built 

by interpolation with potential surface operate. Once employing a morphological operation to 

show the fundamental components among a picture, it's typically helpful to extract and analyze 

specific info regarding those image components.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Medical imaging is commonly appeared to designate the set of techniques that 

noninvasively produce pictures of the inner side of the body. In this restricted sense, medical 
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imaging will be seen because the resolution of mathematical inverse issues. This implies that 

cause is inferred from result. Within the case of tomography the probe consists of inaudible 

pressure waves and echoes within the tissue show the inner structure. Within the case of 

projection radiography, the probe is X-ray radiation that is absorbed at completely different rates 

in numerous tissue varieties like bone, muscle and fat. The influence and impact of digital 

pictures on trendy society is tremendous, and image process is currently an important element in 

science and technology. The speedy progress in computerized medical image reconstruction, and 

also the associated developments in analysis ways and computer-aided designation, has propelled 

medical imaging into one in all the foremost necessary sub-fields in scientific imaging 

thresholding. 

Medical image process has tough dramatic growth; associate degreed has been a 

knowledge base analysis field attracting experience from mathematics, computer sciences, 

engineering, statistics, physics, biology and drugs. Computer aided diagnostic process has 

already become a crucial a part of clinical routine. in the middle of a rush of recent development 

of technology and use of assorted imaging modalities, additional challenges arise; as an example, 

a way to method and analyze a major volume of pictures so top quality data will be created for 

illness diagnoses and treatment. Medical imaging is that the technique and method accustomed 

produce pictures of the physical structure for clinical functions of life science. Though imaging 

of removed organs and tissues will be performed for medical reasons, such procedures aren't 

typically remarked as medical imaging, however rather are localities of pathology. As a 

discipline and in its widest sense, it's a part of biological imaging and incorporates radiology, 

medicine, investigatory tomography sciences, endoscopy, thermographs, medical photography 

and research. measuring and recording techniques that aren't primarily designed to supply 

pictures, like electroencephalography, magneto electric machine roentgenography, cardiography 

et al., however that produce information liable to be delineated as maps will be seen as sorts of 

medical imaging. 

2.  ANOMALOUS OBJECT ANALYSIS 

            A lesion is an abnormal growth of tissue projecting from a membrane e.g. Polyps, ulcers, 

skin hypersensitivity reaction, cancer etc.   Polyp’s area unit normally found within the colon, 

stomach, nose, sinus, vesicant and womb. They will additionally occur elsewhere within the 

body wherever mucosa membranes exist just like the cervix and tiny bowel. An lesion could be a 

sore on the skin or a membrane, in the course of the disintegration of tissue. Ulcers may end up 

in complete loss of the stratum and infrequently parts of the stratum and even body covering fat. 

Ulcer is unit most typical on the skin of the lower extremities and within the alimentary tract. 

Associate in nursing lesion that seems on the skin is commonly visible as Associate in Nursing 

inflamed tissue with a neighborhood of reddened skin. A skin lesion is commonly visible within 

the event of exposure to heat or cold, irritation, or a drag with blood circulation. They will even 

be caused attributable to an absence of quality, which causes prolonged pressure on the tissues. 

This stress within the blood circulation is reworked to a skin lesion, normally called bedsores 
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ulcers. Ulcers usually become infected, and pus forms. Skin ulcers seem as open craters, usually 

spherical, with layers of skin that have worn. The skin round the lesion could also be red, 

swollen, and tender. Patients might feel pain on the skin round the lesion, and fluid might ooze 

from the lesion. In some cases, ulcers will bleed and, rarely, patient expertise fever. Ulcers 

typically appear to not heal; healing, if it will occur, tends to be slow. Ulcers that heal at intervals 

twelve weeks area unit typically classified as acute and longer lasting ones as chronic. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

           The section 3.1 section presents details for the proposed method morphic biface contour 

segmentation for analysis of various medical Images.  

3.1 Morphic Biface Contour 

           A bifacial morphic rule could be a probabilistic search technique that computationally 

simulates the strategy of biological evolution. It mimics evolution in nature by repeatedly 

sterilization a population of candidate answers until an optimum resolution is found. The BM 

process cycle starts with a at random chosen initial population. The changes to the population 

occur through the processes of alternative supported fitness, and alteration practice crossover and 

mutation. The appliance of alternative and alteration finally ends up in an exceedingly population 

with a more robust proportion of upper solutions. The process cycle continues until an acceptable 

answer is found at intervals the present generation of population, or some management parameter 

just like the amount of generations is exceeded. The tiniest unit of a cistrontic rule is called a 

sequence that represents a unit of data at intervals the drawback domain. A series of genes, 

known as a body, represents one getable answer to the matter. Each sequence at intervals the 

body represents one part of the solution pattern. The foremost common quite representing a 

solution as a body may well be a string of binary digits. As throughout this string may well be a 

sequence. The strategy of adjusting the solution from its original kind into the bit string is 

assumed as secret writing. The precise secret writing theme used is application dependent. The 

solution bit strings sq. decoded to change their analysis using fitness live. 

  Suppose that the gray level vary is [0,255]. Begin first with the zero pixels. Clearly, 

nothing is but these, thus these kinds the idea for brand spanking new watersheds. Then add all 

pixels with intensity one. If they're next to existing watersheds (0-intensity pixels), add them to 

those regions. Otherwise, begin a brand new region for every element that's not next to Associate 

in nursing existing region. This method repeats for every intensity k up to the most. Every k-

intensity element that's next to Associate in Nursing already-labeled watershed region is 

intercalary to it region. Every k-intensity element that's not next to Associate in nursing already-

labeled watershed region starts a brand new region. One should watch out though: there could 

also be multiple k-intensity pixels along, Associate in Nursing if anybody of those is adjacent to 

an already-labeled region, all of them ought to be intercalary. This basic algorithmic rule is 
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created quicker by maintaining histogram-like knowledge structures that index all pixels by their 

Intensity. This makes it in no time to seek out all pixels with a specific intensity k. 

  Morphological gradient operator perform applies to a grayscale image. Morphological 

gradient is that the subtraction of Associate in Nursing scoured version of the initial image from 

an expanded version of the initial image. The watershed transformation considers the gradient 

magnitude of a picture as a geography surface. Pixels having the best gradient magnitude 

intensities correspond to watershed lines that represent the region boundaries. A grey level image 

could also be seen as a geography relief, wherever the gray level of an element is taken as its 

altitude within the relief. In mathematical morphology and digital image process, a 

morphological gradient is that the distinction between the dilation and therefore the erosion of a 

given image. It’s a picture wherever every element price indicates the distinction intensity within 

the shut neighborhood of that element. It’s helpful for edge detection and segmentation 

applications. The image gradient is to seek out edge strength and direction at location (x, y) of 

image, and defines because the vector. 
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The magnitude (length) of vector f , denoted as M(x, y) 
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The direction of the gradient vector is given by the angle 
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            The direction of an edge at an arbitrary point (x, y) is orthogonal to the direction. We are 

dealing with digital quantities, so a digital approximation of the partial derivatives over a 

neighborhood about a point is required. 

 

3.1.1 Adaptive Threshold Selection 

Thresholding is named adaptive thresholding once a special threshold is employed for 

various regions within the image. This could even be called native or dynamic thresholding In 

thresholding method, individual pixels in a picture square measure marked as "object" pixels if 

their worth is larger than some threshold worth and as "background" pixels otherwise. This 
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convention is known as threshold higher than. Variants embody threshold below, that is 

opposite of threshold above; threshold within, wherever a pixel is labeled "object" if it’s worth 

is between 2 thresholds; and threshold outside, that is that the opposite of threshold within 

generally, Associate in Nursing object pixel is given a price of “1” whereas a background pixel 

is given a price of “0.” Finally, a binary image is formed by coloring every pixel white or black, 

betting on a pixel's labels. Thresholding method is that the selection of the brink worth. many 

totally different strategies for selecting a threshold exist; users will manually select a threshold 

worth, or a thresholding rule will reckon a price mechanically, that is understood as automatic 

thresholding .simple technique would be to settle on the mean or norm, the principle being that 

if the thing pixels square measure brighter than the background, they ought to even be brighter 

than the common. During a quiet image with uniform background and object values, the mean 

or median can work well because the threshold, however, this can typically not be the case. A a 

lot of subtle approach may be to form a bar graph of the image pixel intensities and use the 

natural depression purpose because the threshold. The bar graph approach assumes that there's 

some average values for each the background and object pixels, however that the particular 

pixel values have some variation around these average values. An initial threshold (T) is chosen. 

The image is metameric into object and background pixels as represented higher than, making 2 

sets: 

                     K1 = {f (m,n):f(m,n)>T} (object pixels)          (4) 

K2 = {f (m,n):f(m,n) T} (Background pixels)             (5) 

 4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

       Our algorithm has been tested for a variety of images. The result shows that our 

methodology is adaptable to identify lesion structure in various medical images 

4.1 Structuring Element  

Morphological operations apply a structuring component or morphological mask to an 

image. A structuring component that is applied to an image should be a pair of dimensional, 

having constant variety of dimensions because the array to that it's applied. A morphological 

operation passes the structuring component, of associate by trial and error determined size and 

form, over a picture. The operation compares the structuring component to the underlying image 

associated generates an output component primarily based upon the perform of the 

morphological operation. the dimensions and form of the structuring component determines 

what's extracted or deleted from a picture. In general, smaller structuring parts preserve finer 

details among an image than larger parts. 
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Fig.1. Detecting very small features in medical image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.RGB Analysis 

4.2 Selecting Specific Region 

In this section, the region is segmentation is to investigate the image shapes and choosing 

specific image objects. The hit-and-miss remodel may be a general binary morphological 

operation which will be wont to search for specific patterns of foreground and background pixels 

in an image. The fundamental operation of binary morphology since most the opposite binary 

morphological operators are often derived from it. Like different binary morphological operators 

it takes as input a binary image and a structuring component, and produces another binary image 

as output. The structuring component employed in the hit-and-miss may be a slight extension to 

the sort that has been introduced for erosion and dilation, in this it will contain each foreground 

and background pixels, instead of simply foreground pixels, i.e. each ones and zeros. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Input and Filtered Image 
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Fig.4. Selecting Specific Image 

4.3 Analyzing Image Shapes  

         After employing a morphological operation to show the fundamental components inside a 

picture, it's usually helpful to then extract and analyze specific info regarding those image 

components. The subsequent methodology uses the label region perform procedure to spot and 

extract info regarding specific image objects. The Label Region perform labels all of the regions 

inside a binary image, giving every region a novel index. Use this perform in conjunction with 

the bar chart perform to look at the population of every region. The Region perform 

consecutively labels all of the regions, or blobs, of a bi-level image with a novel region index. 

This method is typically known as "blob coloring". an area may be a set of non-zero picture 

elements inside a vicinity round the pixel beneath examination. The argument for Label Region 

is Associate in Nursing n-dimensional bi-level whole number sort array solely zero and non-zero 

values area unit thought-about. Statistics on every of the regions could also be simply calculated 

victimization the bar chart perform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Analyzing Image Shapes 
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4.4. Histogram Analysis 

Histogram is a graphical illustration showing a visible impression of the distribution of 

information. The full space of the bar chart is adequate the amount of information. A bar chart 

may additionally be normalized displaying relative frequencies. It then shows the proportion of 

cases that comprise every of many classes, with the full space equaling one. The classes square 

measure sometimes such as consecutive, non-overlapping intervals of a variable. The classes 

should be adjacent and infrequently square measure chosen to be of a similar size. The rectangles 

of a bar chart square measure drawn so they bit one another to point that the first variable is 

continuous. Histograms square measure accustomed plot density of information, and infrequently 

for density estimation: estimating the likelihood density operates of the underlying variable. The 

full space of a bar chart used for likelihood density is often normalized to one. If the length of the 

intervals on the coordinate axis is all one, then a bar chart is a twin of a ratio plot. 

5. Conclusion 

       This paper proposes an analysis of medical image by using gradient based Morphic biface 

contour method.  Our algorithm is easily adaptable to identify all types of lesion structure in 

various medical images. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed method identifies the 

abnormal objects clearly and contrast effectively. This paper projected automatic segmentation to 

found the tiny nerves within the medical image simply and accurately. During this paper the 

accessible classifications of strategies was reviewed also as a classified for applying this 

techniques to decreasing human intervention in optic disk extraction. This technique is employed 

to discover the abnormal object from the image very quickly. Our approach detects the centre 

and limits of the objects quickly and faithfully to all or any medical pictures.  
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